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Stephanie Franco holds her favorite pair of pumps, just one of several dozen pairs of shoes and boots in her closet.

A walk

in her

shoes

Ladies open up about
why they indulge
in foot fashion.
By Lindsay Wood

F

rom Dorothy’s sparkling ruby
slippers to Carrie Bradshaw’s
Manolo Blahnik stilettos, women’s love affair with shoes is legend.
Blame it on the dopamine, that
feel-good juice that floods the brain
after scoring new kicks on sale or skiing a double black diamond.
Jackson Hole is not immune to
women, and men, who like to make
a statement with their shoes. The
News&Guide caught up with some of
Jackson’s fashionistas to see what’s in
their closets and to hear the stories
behind their fervor.
Clare Payne Symmons, owner of
consulting company Strategy, didn’t
start out her life in tiny sets of shiny
patent leather Mary Janes like so
many little girls.
She was born with a club foot, a
condition where the front of the foot is
twisted inward and as a result walking is difficult and painful. Her feet
were confined to orthopedic shoes until the second grade.
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Missy Falcey’s Maud Frizons are one of her favorite pairs of shoes.

Then came freedom.
“My mom took me to the store,”
Symmons said, “and I picked out
these shoes that were red and blue
suede with white leather stars on
them because they were the loudest
thing I could find.
“I was so happy to get out of hid-

eous, orthopedic-style shoes. It goes
back that far.”
Looking at a small selection pulled
from her closet, it’s clear she’s still
enamored with a whimsical pair of
shoes. One set of Gucci heels, covered
in black satin with a floral explosion
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